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THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE OF THIS NICROS PRODUCT!
Nicros-GranitPanels™ are the best simple-to-install plywood-based climbing wall product available.
While NICROS recommends that you have your wall professionally installed, if you are reading
this manual, it is likely you have decided to install it yourself. Due to the fact that all structures and
mounting scenarios are different, the following instructions are only suggested applications and may
not be suitable for every installation.
These instructions are for the installation and use of Nicros-GranitPanels™
Please read all instructions in this manual completely before beginning your installation to
ensure proper safety precautions, installation, and use.
Please be thorough and read all warnings contained in this manual before beginning the
installation process.
Nicros suggests employing a licensed Structural Engineer to determine how to correctly and
safely attach your panels to your building.
Nicros suggests you have the ﬁnal installation inspected once it is complete.
The symbol used in this manual to denote safety warnings is:

INCLUDED IN THIS MANUAL:
I. Safety Warnings
1. Safety Warnings for Installation of Nicros-GranitPanels™
2. Safety Warnings for Cutting of Nicros-GranitPanels™
3. Safety Warnings for Use of Nicros-GranitPanels™
II. Tools and Hardware Needed
III. Preparing the Area
IV. Installation of Furring Strips
V. Removal of Packaging
VI. Nicros-GranitPanelTM Preparation
VII. Installation of Nicros-GranitPanels™
VIII. Installation of Handholds
IX. Installation of Landing Surface
X. Extras
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SAFETY WARNINGS

!

Climbing is an inherently dangerous activity and serious injury or death may result from the physical demands of, or falls
sustained while climbing. Likewise, the installation of climbing walls involves certain inherent risks and extreme caution
must be exercised in order to prevent injuries from occurring during installation, or from use of the climbing wall thereafter.
Individuals and organizations are solely responsible for learning the proper techniques and safety procedures for the
installation and use of all NICROS, Inc. products. The purchaser assumes all risks and accepts full responsibility for any
injury, disﬁgurement or death resulting from the installation, use, and/or misuse of the products. Please double check
your climbing gear and climb safe.

1. When installing this product, please adhere to the following guidelines:
1.1 ALWAYS check for, and become familiar with, the location of all utilities (electrical, plumbing,
etc.) and any pre-stress cables within the wall before drilling any holes.
1.2 ALWAYS verify the location of all utilities (electrical conduit, plumbing pipes, etc.) within
the existing wall to avoid drilling into them.
1.3 ALWAYS Have an electrician or other licensed professional remove any electrical ﬁxtures.
1.4 ALWAYS double check to make sure the chosen location provides sufﬁcient landing zone
for the completed installation.
1.5 ALWAYS locate the climbing/bouldering wall so that nearby items do not pose safety concerns.
An 8’ minimum clearance is recommended as a safety zone and in certain situations, more
clearane may be needed.
1.6 ALWAYS use proper safety equipment when operating power tools (safety glasses, hearing
protection, etc.) and make sure others around you are as well.
1.7 ALWAYS follow manufacturer’s safety recommendations when using power tools, ladders, etc.
1.8 ALWAYS read manufacturer warnings and instructions on the furring strip anchors you use.
1.9 ALWAYS take care to properly support the panels until they are securely bolted to the wall.
1.10 DO NOT install this product without the assistance of a professional experienced in both
rock climbing and engineering principles. Improper installation may result in the structural
failure of the rock climbing wall, the supporting structure, or both, which may lead to serious
injury or death as a result of the structure or supporting structure collapsing on the climber.
2. When cutting your panels, please adhere to the following guidelines:
2.1 ALWAYS use extreme caution when using a spade bit in a drill.
2.2 ALWAYS remember the old carpenter’s rule, “Measure twice, cut once!”
2.3 If the mark falls within 1-1/2” of any of the T-Nuts, DO NOT make this cut until you ﬁrst
remove the T-Nut.
2.4 ALWAYS use proper safety equipment when operating power tools and make sure others
around you are as well.
3. When using this product, please adhere to the following guidelines:
3.1 ALWAYS establish a Risk Management program for the climbing wall.
3.2 ALWAYS perform regular maintenance and inspection of your Nicros-GranitPanels™
3.3 ALWAYS provide appropriate training for operational and supervisory staff.
3.4 NEVER use the threaded inserts in your Nicros-GranitPanels™ for top anchor or lead
anchor points. Serious injury and/or death may occur from improper use of the
threaded inserts.
3.5 NEVER attempt to climb without ﬁrst receiving proper training.
3.6 NEVER allow children to climb without adult supervision.
3.7 NEVER climb without using proper safety gear, including an appropriate landing surface.
3.8 For full-height climbing walls, NEVER climb without being belayed (either by an automatic
belay device or a properly trained and experienced belay partner.)
3.9 For traverse/bouldering walls, NEVER climb without a properly trained & experienced spotter.
3.10 Make sure there is an appropriate landing surface prior to climbing.

II. TOOLS AND HARDWARE NEEDED:
Electric Drill
Small bit for piloting holes
Appropriate counter sinking drill bit
Appropriate Phillips head bit
(for use with included wood screws)
2”x4” (or larger) x 8’ furring strips.
Amount depends on size and
conﬁguration of wall.
Woodscrews for attaching panels (included)
Note: If this wall is installed outdoors
into treated umber, special screws may
be necessary to withstand the Copper
content in the treatment.

Ratchet Handle and Socket Set
Chalk Line
Wood Shims and Level
Tape Measure
Ladder
Hammer Drill
(If drilling into concrete block
or poured concrete wall)
Additional Tools needed if cutting panels:
Larger Drill Bits / Jigsaw / Wood Rasp

III. PREPARING THE AREA
The recommended wall for installing Nicros-GranitPanels™ is poured concrete, CMU block wall, or
a wood stud wall. If you are planning to install onto a different application, please consult Nicros or a
installation professional about the necessary fasteners and procedures for attaching. Locate the
desginated area for your climbing wall and remove all obstacles that will interfere with construction:
brackets, hooks, outlet plates, etc. The wall you will attach to should be blank.

IV. INSTALLATION OF FURRING STRIPS
Before beginning the installation of furring strips, be sure to read
all manufacturer warnings and instructions on the furring strip
anchors you use. Nicros-GranitPanels™ are designed to be installed
on 2”x4” furring strips. It is recommended that the furring strips be
placed approximately two feet on center, making sure that they are
plumb (see diagram). Lay out the furring strips so that the two
outermost Nicros-GranitPanels™ are flush with the outside edge
of the furring strips. Also make sure that the seam between
Nicros-GranitPanels™ falls on the center line of the furring
strip behind it.
Since there are a number of possible substrates, the best method of
attaching the furring strips will need to be determined by consulting
a local construction expert or licensed Structural Engineer. When
attaching the furring strips, make sure the attachment hardware
is countersunk so that nothing protrudes beyond the face of the
furring strips. (When furring strips are installed correctly, the
Nicros-GranitPanels™ should lay flat against the wide dimension
of the 2”x4”).

V. REMOVAL OF PACKAGING
Once the furring strips are securely attached to the existing wall, and the packaging is removed from
the panels, a pilot hole with the appropriate counter sinking drill bit needs to be drilled where each
attachment screw will go. These pilot holes should be placed 1: from each edge and every 12” on center
down the entire length of the Nicros-GranitPanel™. If needed, the Nicros-GranitPanels™ can be cut
using a jigsaw to ﬁt around switch plates, sockets or other items on the existing wall or to adjust the
width or height of the wall. If you cut an opening in any panel or you cut a panel to shorten the total
width or height of your wall, it is recommended that you frame the opening from the back with furring
material to prevent people from being able to put their ﬁngers, hands or feet behind the face of the
climbing wall. Plus, it adds structural stability and support to the climbing wall. Mark the panel to be
cut on the back of the panel. Remember the old carpenter’s rule, “Measure twice, cut once!” If the cut
line crosses within 1 1/2” any T-nuts, remove them before making your cut. Cutting through T-Nuts
could damage your blade. Carefully cut the panel to length and use a wood rasp or router to remove
any sharp edges along the cut edge of the panel. If you are cutting a hole for a switchplate, it is best to
use a drill to pilot a hole large enough to accommodate the saw blade of the cutting tool being used.
This should be completed before the panels are installed.

VI. NICROS-GRANITPANEL™ PREPARATION
The T-Nuts have been ﬁlled with small pieces of foam to reduce debris in the threads. Take a small bolt,
pencil, or something similar to remove all of the foam pieces. Double check all of the T-Nuts. Shipping
can cause them to loosen up and if you do not have access to the back of the wall after it is installed,
you will not be able to ﬁx the T-Nuts once the wall is up. Prior to the installation of a panel, if you notice
that a T-Nut is loose, insert a bolt into a handhold and mount it to the panel. Take care as you thread it
into the loose T-Nut so you don’t cross thread it or pop the T-Nut out the back. Tightening the handhold
into the T-Nut will allow the T-Nut to sink into the back of the wood and set it in place correctly. (And
will get you one handhold closer to having a complete climbing wall!)

VII. INSTALLATION OF NICROS-GRANITPANELS™
Be sure to properly support the panels until they are securely bolted to the wall. Place the ﬁrst
Nicros-GranitPanel™ against the strips and attach it to the furring strips with the screws provided.
Screws should be placed 1” from each edge and every 12” on center down the entire length of the
Nicros-GranitPanel™. Set the screws so the head of the screw is flush with the face of the
Nicros-GranitPanel™. Not pre-drilling or counter-sinking the hole may cause chipping of the texture
off the face of the wall. If you have certain panels that have holes cut for switchplates, etc., make
sure you have them layed out in the correct order so you are installing them into the correct place.
Continue attaching all Nicros-GranitPanels™ in a similar fashion, making sure the seams are tight.
Install each additional panel by placing the panel next to the ﬁrst one and proceed to slide it tight to
the already installed panel before setting the screws. The idea is to avoid catching the edges of each
panel on one another when putting them into place because it can chip off surface texture from the face.
Sanding the edges of a panel is sometimes necessary for a tighter ﬁt between the two panels.

VIII. INSTALLATION OF HANDHOLDS
When installing the handholds for the ﬁrst time, please take
care in hand starting the bolt in the T-nut in order to avoid
pushing the T-nut out the back. This also avoids cross-threading
and stripping the T-Nut.
1. Finish construction of wall.
2. Insert proper size and type of bolt into hold. Be sure to
leave 3/4” bolt sticking out beyond the back surface
of the holds.
3. Insert bolt into handhold then through wall into T-Nut and
tighten hold to wall.
4. Tighten the bolt snugly until the hold will not rotate, and
then tighten another partial turn, giving careful
attention not to crack the hold. Allow the hold to
settle for a minute, and then check that it is still tight.
If not, re-tighten the hold.

T-Nut

Proper Size and
Type of Bolt
Handhold

IX. INSTALLATION OF LANDING SURFACE
The most common landing surface product Nicros have for bouldering walls is landing mats. There
are a number of different options in thickness and size to ﬁt each facility’s needs. Although there is
no climbing industry standard that speciﬁcally dictates the thickness or dimensions of a landing
surface mat, it is recommended that the landing surface cover an area up to 8 feet out from the base
of an 8-12 foot tall verticalmwall and that it be suitably thick to protect a climber’s fall. If the wall is
overhanging, additional landing surface area will be needed.
Nicros offers four different mat systems that connect to the bottom
of the climbing wall. When the wall is not in use, the mats simply fold
up against the wall and the closure system cables are hooked over
holds and the mats are locked down to prevent unauthorized climbing.
All mats are made with 1 3/8” polyethylene while the remaining
thickness is polyurethane. Each mat’s covering is made with 18oz.
vinyl and all of the mats are approved as ﬁre retardant.
In addition to the mats that have the built-in closure system, Nicros offers several types of custom landing surfaces. If a custom built climbing wall is being installed, a custom landing surface is
often a great option to accommodate all the contours of the base of the wall. Lay the mats out side
by side with the four foot dimension against the climbing wall and the six or eight foot dimension
sticking out away from the climbing wall. The logo should be facing down toward the ground so
when the mat is lifted up in place, the “Do Not Climb” warning is facing out and is right side up.
Determine the fasteners you will use to attach your landing
surface mats to the existing wall. The mats will not attach
directly to the climbing wall, but right under it
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Make sure that if you are installing mats, you have
installed your panels up the height of the thickness of
your mats so that you don’t lose any height on your
climbing wall once the mats are installed.

IX. INSTALLATION OF LANDING SURFACE (Cont.)
1. Line up the metal grommeted clips to the eye hooks on
the bottom of the existing wall. Don’t attach them
yet in that it’s easier to attach them to the existing
wall prior to attaching them to the mats.
2. Pre-drill pilot holes into the existing wall. Run the proper
fasteners through the grommets and into the pilot
holes using a socket for the appropriate sized fastener.
3. Attach the metal grommeted clips to the eye hooks on the
bottom of the existing wall.
4. Velcro the mats together.
5. Run the cabling through the eye hooks at the top or far end
of the mats.
6. At the same height up the wall as the length of your mats,
predrill and attach a bolt hanger to the existing wall
just right or left of the Nicros-GranitPanels™ using
an appropriate 3/8” bolt. This will serve as the location
for the lock system to hold the mats up when the wall
is not in use.
7. Once the mats are installed, simply lift the mats into
place and lock down to the two bolt hangers on either
end of the wall when the climbing wall is not in use.
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Be sure to completely remove the cable system from
the eye hooks on the top or far end of the mats
so they are not a hazard for the students while they
are climbing. They can simply be threaded back
through at the end of a climbing session.

X. EXTRAS
Nicros carries a variety of additional holds to add variety to your climbing wall. Ball holders and hula
hoop holders add elements of fun to your climbing wall. The ball holders can be used in a variety of
relay games and the hula hoop holders can be used to turn your wall into an obstacle course. In
addition to landing mats, Nicros carries a closure system cable that can be purchased and used to
store your mats upright, across the face of the wall --preventing climbing when the wall
sits unsupervised.

TRAIN. CLIMB. REPEAT.
www.nicros.com

